- Ma Part des Anges association www.mapartdesanges.fr
Ma Part des Anges (My Angel’s Share) is a non-profit association that was created to gather funds for
charity through the auctioning of rare, exceptional, and at times unique spirits, in the form of 20cl vials. All the
proceeds from each of the sales (multiple times a year) will be donated to charitable organizations in
increments of 1000€. We decided to split the proceeds from the first sale between 3 charities: Les Petits
Frères des Pauvres, Perce-Neige and La Mie de Pain. Further information (including the beneficiary
associations) is available on our website.

The use of vials motivated by a set of desires

Splitting a bottle up in many equal parts to the advantage of the buyers (on the principle of sharing
and sampling), increase the charitable yield, and give buyers the opportunity to combine the
pleasant to the useful in tasting great rums while doing a charitable purchase. Every vial is labeled
to the name of the association and individually numbered.

Your Involvement is Our Success

Although our idea may be as simple as sharing old dusty bottles by splitting them into smaller
vials, we would also like to appeal to the generosity of brands and encourage the participation of
rum producers and spirits professionals, putting them at the heart of our initiative: whether it is a
unique or exclusive rum, old bottlings, official or anonymous gifts, your involvement is what will
ultimately make our association and our selfless initiative successful. That is why we count on
your goodwill and sense of sharing.

My Angel’s Share is an opportunity for rum lovers and enthusiasts to take ownership of this
elusive angel’s share and combine passion with sharing, well beyond a simple tasting, with
sincerity and solidarity.
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